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Abstract. Hash functions play an important role in constructing cryptographic schemes that provide
security services, such as confidentiality in an encryption scheme, authenticity in an authentication
protocol and integrity in a digital signature scheme and so on. Such hash function is needed to process
a challenge, a message, an identifier or a private key. In this paper, we propose an attack against
HAVAL-3 hash function, which is used in open source Tripwire and is included in GNU Crypto. Under
the meet-in-the-middle (MITM) preimage attack framework proposed by Aoki and Sasaki in 2008,
the one-wayness of several (reduced-) hash functions had been broken recently. However, most of the
attacks are of complexity close to brute-force search. Focusing on reducing the time complexity of
such MITM attacks, we improve the preimage attacks against HAVAL-3 hash function to with lower
time complexity and memory requirement, compared with the best known attack proposed by Sasaki
and Aoki in ASIACRYPT 2008. Besides the 256-bit variant of HAVAL-3, similar improvements can be
applied to some truncated variants as well. Interestingly, due to the low complexity of our attack, the
preimage attack applies to the 192-bit variant of HAVAL-3 for the first time.
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Introduction

A hash function H which is used in cryptography maps a message M of arbitrary length to a short fixedlength hash value h. It is a fundamental component of many cryptographic protocols and applications used
in electronic devices such as digital signatures, random number generation in embedded chips, especially
for RFID authentication system. To fulfil the security needs from these applications, there are three basic
security requirements for hash functions of digest size n bits, i.e.,
Collision Resistance: it should be computationally difficult, up to a bound of 2n/2 , to find (M, M ′ ) with
M 6= M ′ such that H(M ) = H(M ′ ).
Second-Preimage Resistance: given a message M , it should be computationally difficult, up to a bound
of 2n−k for message of 2k blocks, to find M ′ with M 6= M ′ such that H(M ) = H(M ′ ).
Preimage Resistance: given a target T , it should be computationally difficult, up to a bound of 2n , to
find M such that H(M ) = T .
In this paper, we focus on preimage resistance. There are many known attack methods against the
hash functions. We pay our attention to the splice-and-cut meet-in-the-middle preimage attack against
cryptographic hash function HAVAL-3 designed by Zheng et al. in 1992 and improve the previous best time
complexity of such attack. We note that HAVAL-3 has already many applications. For example, HAVAL is used
in open source Tripwire, a free software security and data integrity tool useful for monitoring and alerting
on specific file changes on a range of systems.
The meet-in-the-middle (MITM) attack was originated from an attack against double-DES by Diffie and
Hellman [9], where they found double-DES (i.e., encrypting a plaintext P using DES twice under different
⋆
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keys to produce a ciphertext C = DESk2 (DESk1 (P ))) did not provide security as expected, since one can
compare DES−1
k2 (C) and DESk1 (P ) to check whether both outputs match in the middle. One can view this
attack works at the level of operating modes since the specification of DES do not play a crucial role in such
a generic attack. Similar MITM attacks on operating modes of hash functions were presented in 1992 by Lai
and Massey [22]. Later, this attack was generalized to analyze the security of block ciphers, and had been
applied to round-reduced AES [7], DES [11] and IDEA [8] block ciphers.
In the CRYPTO 2008 rump session, Sasaki and Aoki [29] presented a MITM preimage attack framework to
attack the compression functions of Davies-Meyer hash functions, named splice-and-cut MITM attacks. With
a generic unbalanced MITM approach, one can convert these pseudo-preimages on compression functions
to preimages of hash functions. For a given hash h and a compression function CF , pseudo-preimage is a
pair of (v, M ), v 6= initial value IV , such that CF (v, M ) = h. If we can construct many distinguished pairs
(Hi−1 , Mi ), such that all produce the same value as the given target h, followed by a message block search,
which links the IV to one of the Hi−1 s, then a full preimage of the hash function is found. Subsequently, this
framework has been applied to many narrow-pipe designs such as full or round-reduced MD4 [13], MD5 [30],
SHA-0/1 [2, 21], SHA-2 [1], HAS-160 [27, 17], HAVAL [28, 25], RIPEMD [31, 34], Tiger [13] and also some SHA-3
candidates [19].
Many useful techniques have been developed through these attacks. In general, there are two streams,
one aims to attack more steps, since MITM is generally difficult to achieve for full hash functions due to
multiple passes and key schedules. On the other hand, most time complexities of such attacks are very close
to brute-force search, thus few techniques have been developed to reduce the time complexities [1, 13].
Interestingly, these techniques developed on hash functions are found to be useful to analyze some existing
block ciphers such as XTEA [33], also for very recent designs such as KTANTAN [4, 37].
In 2011, besides the Davies-Meyer construction, the MITM preimage framework is also applied to other
modes of operation [26], with example of AES in different hashing modes. This attack is special since it does
not use any key words (or message words in hash functions) as neutral words, but only some state values.
Another research line on finding preimages is to explore special properties and dedicated algorithms for
both finding pseudo-preimages and conversion to preimages, e.g., [23, 3, 5]. However, it is interesting to note
that both attacks on MD4 [23] and HAVAL-3 [3] can also be re-explained under the MITM preimage framework.
Yet, the dedicated algorithms work much faster when converting pseudo-preimages to preimages.
Besides attacks against primitives like hash functions and block ciphers, variants of MITM attacks have
been used to analyze applications of these primitives, such as message authentication codes (MACs) based
on block ciphers [38], and MACs based on hash functions [36, 35, 15, 14].

1.1

Our Contribution.

We observe that there are some new techniques, in particular indirect partial matching (IPM) from [1]
and multi-target pseudo-preimages (MTPP) from [13], developed after the best known preimage attacks
against HAVAL-3 were found in [25]. We apply some of these techniques together with the MITM preimage
framework to HAVAL-3 and improve the attack complexities in terms of time and memory. These improvements apply to not only the 256-bit variant, but also some truncated variants of HAVAL-3 including 224-bit
and 192-bit. Interestingly, due to the low time complexity of the attack, this is the first preimage attack
against the 192-bit variant of HAVAL-3. A detailed comparison of our results and exsiting (pseudo-)preimage
attacks against HAVAL-3 is shown in Table 1.

1.2

Organization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describles the details of HAVAL. Section 3 gives an
introduction on the details of MITM preimage attacks. We apply the MITM preimage attack to HAVAL-3
and to its small variants in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and give some open problems in Section 5.
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Table 1. Comparison on existing and our preimage attacks against some variants of HAVAL-3
source
Aumasson et al. [3]
Pseudo-preimage Sasaki et al. [28, 25]
Ours
Aumasson et al. [3]
Preimage
Sasaki et al. [28, 25]
Sasaki et al. [32]d
Ours

2

256-bit
2224
2196
2160
2230
2225
2244
2209

224-bit
2160
2135
2209
2196.5

192-bit
2128
2112
2185

Description of HAVAL-3

HAVAL [39] is a hash function family designed by Zheng et al. in 1992, which compresses a message up to
264 − 1 bits into 128, 160, 192, 224, 256 bits digest (a.k.a. hash h). It consists of three versions for each
hash function with 3, 4, 5 passes (HAVAL-x denotes the version with x passes), following Merkle-Damgård
structure. A message is padded by a ‘1’ and many ‘0’s so that the length becomes 944 mod 1024. Then a
3-bit version number, 3-bit indicating number of passes used, 10-bit output length, 64-bit original message
length are padded, the final length is multiple of 1024. Then the message is divided into blocks of 1024 bits
(B0 , B1 , . . . , Bn−1 ), and the hash can be computed from the initial value (IV) and compression function
(CF : {0, 1}256 × {0, 1}1024 → {0, 1}256):
1. H0 ← IV ,
2. Hi+1 ← CF (Hi , Bi ) for 0 ≤ i < n.
Hn is the final hash output of the 256-bit variant. For each message block Bj , the block is divided into 32
words M0 , M1 , . . . , M31 , and the compression function proceeds as follows:
1. p0 ← Hj
2. pi+1 ← Ri (pi , Mπ(i) ) for 0 ≤ i < 32x for x-pass version (x = 3, 4, 5). Here Ri is round function at step i
and π is the message permutation as defined in Table 3.
3. Hj+1 ← p0 + p32x , here ‘+’ is word-wise addition modulo 232 .
We denote Qj , so that pj = Qj−7 ||Qj−6 ||Qj−5 ||Qj−4 ||Qj−3 ||
def

Qj−2 ||Qj−1 ||Qj . Qj+1 = (Qj−7 ≫ 11) + (Fj (Qj−6 , Qj−5 ,
Qj−4 , Qj−3 , Qj−2 , Qj−1 , Qj ) ≫ 7) + Mπ(j) + Kx,j , where Kx,j are predefined constants and we ignore the
details since these constants are not important to our attacks. Fj is composed as fj ◦ φx,j , where φx,j are
permutations defined in Table 2 and fj are bitwise Boolean function defined in Equation 1.
0 ≤ j ≤ 31 :

fj (x6 , x5 , x4 , x3 , x2 , x1 , x0 )
= x1 x4 ⊕ x2 x5 ⊕ x3 x6 ⊕ x0 x1 ⊕ x0 .

32 ≤ j ≤ 63 :

fj (x6 , x5 , x4 , x3 , x2 , x1 , x0 )
= x1 x2 x3 ⊕ x2 x4 x5 ⊕ x1 x2 ⊕ x1 x4 ⊕
x2 x6 ⊕ x3 x5 ⊕ x4 x5 ⊕ x0 x2 ⊕ x0 .

64 ≤ j ≤ 95 :

fj (x6 , x5 , x4 , x3 , x2 , x1 , x0 )
= x1 x2 x3 ⊕ x1 x4 ⊕ x2 x5 ⊕ x3 x6 ⊕ x0 x3 ⊕
x0 .
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(1)

Table 2. Definitions of word-wise permutations φx,j .

φ3,1
φ3,2
φ3,3

x6
↓
x1
x4
x6

x5
↓
x0
x2
x1

x4
↓
x3
x1
x2

x3
↓
x5
x0
x3

x2
↓
x6
x5
x4

x1
↓
x2
x3
x5

x0
↓
x4
x6
x0

Table 3. Message Expansion of HAVAL-3.
0
8
pass 1
16
24
5
0
pass 2
30
19
19
29
pass 3
31
13

3
3.1

1
9
17
25
14
23
3
12
9
14
15
6

2
10
18
26
26
20
21
15
4
25
7
21

3
11
19
27
18
22
9
13
20
12
3
10

4
12
20
28
11
1
17
2
28
24
1
23

5
13
21
29
28
10
24
25
17
30
0
11

6
14
22
30
7
4
29
31
8
16
18
5

7
15
23
31
16
8
6
27
22
26
27
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Description of the MITM Attacks
The Simple Version

Davies-Meyer construction refers to a method to construct a hash compression function from a block cipher
by computing CV ′ = EB (CV ) ⊕ CV , where ⊕ can be an exclusive-or, an addition or some other operations,
CV and CV ′ denote the input and output respectively, EB (CV ) denotes the ciphertext of encrypting a
plaintext CV by the block cipher E under the key of message block B. The basic MITM pseudo-preimage
attack works as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. MITM Pseudo-Preimage Attacks against Davies-Meyer Compression Functions.

1. Split the compression function into two chunks, and find some words/bits Wp and Wq not used in the
other chunk, we call these words as neutral words.
2. Starting from the splitting point, fix to random values all state and message words except for Wp and
Wq , and compute forward and backward utilizing all choices of Wq and Wp to get two lists Lq and Lp ,
independently.
3. Carry out match and filter out false choices. Note here only a partial matching is necessary at first, after
which good candidates can be checked exhaustively for full match.
4

4. Repeat above process until a full match is found, which directly gives a pseudo-preimage.
To convert pseudo-preimages to preimages, one can repeat the above attack to get a few pseudo-preimages,
and then find a message which links the IV to one of the pseudo-preimages. Without loss of generality, assume
the sizes of Wp and Wq are l, and m bits are matched in step (iii). With computation of 2l , one can compute
22l pairs and on average 22l−m good candidates left for further checking (in order not to let this part dominate
the time complexity, usually 2l − m ≤ l is required, i.e., m ≥ l). Hence, pseudo-preimage can be found in
2n−l . One computes 2l/2 pseudo-preimages, then a linking message can be found in 2n−l/2 by random choices.
Hence the overall complexity willl be 2n−l/2+1 .
3.2

Initial Structures

Recently, cryptanalysts have replaced the starting state S, which can be at any step of the compression
function, with a sophisticated construction called the initial structure [30, 2]. The initial structure can be
informally defined as an overlapping of chunks, where neutral bits, although formally belonging to both
chunks, are re-ordered so that they are involved in computation of the proper chunk only. It is found to
be useful for significantly reducing attack complexity for the first. On the other hand, to improve the time
complexity of a MITM preimage attack, the attackers usually need to find more neutral words.
Since dividing a whole compression function into two independent chunks is not easy in general, initial
structure technique was invented to attack more steps by swapping message words around, in order to
maintain the independence. As illustrated in Fig. 2, there are Wp and Wq originally located in chunk q and
chunk p, which destroys the independence. Through the initial structure technique, one can swap the Wp
and Wq so that the independence is re-established. Note this technique is useful to swap words close to the
splitting point. Usually the swap can only be done under certain constraints and the attacker has to control
some state bit values at the splitting point.

Fig. 2. Initial Structure in the MITM Preimage Attacks.

3.3

Indirect Partial Matching

The indirect partial matching [1] was invented also to extend number of attacked steps. The partial-matching
technique makes use of the property that the state update function does not update all chaining variables
of an internal state at each step, and usually updates only one word and leaves other words unchanged
in a generalized Feistel network. In such case, several steps between two independent message chunks can
be skipped, and yet some common state bits values are known in order to carry out the match. If the
computation of a matching point can further be decomposed into a sum of independent functions of the
neutral words, the indirect partial matching technique can be applied.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, when there are neutral words mixed at point close to the matching point, one
needs not to stop the independent computation immediately. Instead, a few bits/words of the state can be
still computed after few more steps assuming no knowledge on the values of the neutral words from the
opposite chunk. These bits/words are used to carry out the match, instead of the full state. One can actually
5

Fig. 3. Partial Matching in the MITM Preimage Attacks.

denote these bits in chunk p as a function of Wp fp , similarly fq for chunk q. Hence the MITM is to find
matches for fp of Wp and fq of Wq .
Although the independence at the matching point is stopped by the neutral words from the opposite
chunks, sometimes the matching bits can be expressed as fp (Wp ) + ψp (Wq ) and fq (Wq ) + ψq (Wp ). Instead of
matching directly, one can compute fp (Wp ) − ψq (Wp ) and fq (Wq ) − ψp (Wq ) independently, then match. This
is called indirect partial matching, and usually it extends partial matching for 2 steps with details shown
later.
Assume one knows pj = Qj−7 ||Qj−6 ||Qj−5 ||Qj−4 ||Qj−3 ||Qj−2 ||Qj−1 ||Qj , and note that pj+7 = Qj ||
Qj+1 ||Qj+2 ||Qj+3 ||Qj+4 ||Qj+5 ||Qj+6 ||Qj+7 , where Qj have not been modified 7 steps later from pj to pj+7 .
One can use these properties to partially match one register for two state words at most 7 steps away from
each other. Indirect partial matching extends it to 9 steps. More generally, one can find r registers unmodified
after 8 − r steps, and indirectly match these r words for 10 − r steps.

4
4.1

Improved MITM Attacks against HAVAL-3
Results by Sasaki et al.

In [25], Sasaki presented the best preimage attacks against HAVAL-3 known so far using the MITM preimage
attacks, besides the one-block preimage attacks in [32]. The separation and neutral words choices are shown
in Table 4. They used M5 and M11 as the neutral word Wp , M0 and M1 as the neutral word Wq . The splitting
point is between step 39 and 40, and the partial matching worked for 5 steps, i.e., step 1, 0, 95, 94, 93.
Table 4. Separation of neutral words of HAVAL-3 in the attack by Sasaki [25]

4.2

Our Improvements

To increase the success probability of the attacks against HAVAL-3 based cryptographic schemes, we have to
reduce the time complexity of the attack significantly first. To reduce the time complexity for this attack,
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larger neutral words will be needed, and in the meanwhile sufficiently many bits should be matched during the
partial match stage, so that the final full-match will not dominate the time complexity. Currently 8 − 5 = 3
words (96 bits) are matched. If one needs more neutral words, it will probably appear in the partial matching
stage. At least one more word has to be added to each of Wp and Wq , then partial matching has to bypass
7 steps, and only 8 − 7 = 1 word can be matched, which becomes insufficient. This is probably the difficulty
faced in [25].
When indirect partial matching is considered, 10 − 7 = 3 words can be matched for 7 steps, which is just
enough. With this insight, we carry out the search of good neutral words pairs with the following criteria.
– There should be at least 3 words for both Wp and Wq .
– At most 7 steps can be bypassed by the indirect partial matching.
While the neutrality should be maintained, we found the only solution Wp = (M5 , M11 , M23 ) and Wq =
(M0 , M1 , M2 ). Chunk p covers steps 3 − 39, chunk q covers steps 42 − 91, initial structure covers steps 40, 41
and indirect partial matching covers steps 92 − 95, 0 − 2, as demonstrated in Table 5.
Table 5. Separation of neutral words of our improved MITM preimage attacks.

Step 0 1 2
Index 0 1 2
IPM
Step 16 17 18
Index 16 17 18

11 12 13 14 15
11 12 13 14 15

Step 32 33
Index 5 14

43 44 45 46
22 1 10 4
chunk q
59 60 61 62
13 2 25 31

Step 48 49
Index 30 3
Step 64 65
Index 19 9
Step 80 81
Index 31 15

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
chunk p
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
chunk p
34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42
26 18 11 28 7 16 0 23 20
chunk p
IS
50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
21 9 17 24 29 6 19 12 15
chunk q
66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74
4 20 28 17 8 22 29 14 25
chunk q
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
7 3 1 0 18 27 13 6 21
chunk q

27 28 29 30 31
27 28 29 30 31
47
8
63
27

75 76 77 78 79
12 24 30 16 26
91 92 93 94 95
10 23 11 5 2
IPM

Initial Structure. The purpose of the initial structure is to derive an equivalent function when moving
some message words, i.e., the same output will be produced when the input is the same. This is sometimes
only possible when the attacker has control over some intermediate state values. As demonstrated in Fig. 4,
one can move M0 from step 40 to step 41, if the value of Q41 does not influences the result of F at step 41.
Note
F41 (Q35 , Q36 , Q37 , Q38 , Q39 , Q40 , Q41 )
= f41 (Q37 , Q39 , Q40 , Q41 , Q36 , Q38 , Q35 )
= Q36 Q38 Q41 ⊕ Q36 Q39 Q40 ⊕ Q36 Q38 ⊕ Q38 Q40 ⊕
Q36 Q37 ⊕ Q39 Q41 ⊕ Q39 Q40 ⊕ Q35 Q36 ⊕ Q35 .
7

When we set Q38 = Q39 = 0 so that Q36 Q38 Q41 = Q39 Q41 = 0 and the result of F41 becomes independent
of Q41 , note we have the freedom to set all the chaining values at the cutting line, i.e., the 8 registers including
Q41 at the dotted line as in Fig. 4. In this way, we derived an equivalent function, in the meanwhile, the
order of M0 and M23 are swapped.

Q33Q34Q35Q36Q37Q38Q39Q40

≫11
F

M0
Kx,40
Q34Q35Q36Q37Q38Q39Q40Q41

≫11
F

M23
Kx,41
split

Q35Q36Q37Q38Q39Q40Q41Q42

Fig. 4. 2-step initial structure for HAVAL-3

Indirect Partial Matching. As demonstrated in Fig. 5, given p92 and p3 , we are to match 3 words.
Note Q93 = (Q85 ≫ 11) + (F92 (Q86 , Q87 , Q88 , Q89 , Q90 , Q91 , Q92 ) ≫ 7) + M23 + Kx,92 = fq (p92 ) + M23 ,
for some fq . We denote the target T as T0 ||T1 || · · · ||T7 . To match on T4 , we are to find Q−3 + Q93 =
fq (p92 ) + M23 + Q−3 = T4 . One can compute fq (p92 ) dependent on Wq and M23 + Q−3 dependent on Wp ,
independently.
Similarly, Q−5 = (fp (p3 )− M2 ) ≪ 11 = (fp (p3 ) ≪ 11)− (M2 ≪ 11)− c0 + (c1 ≪ 11) [6, Theorem 4.13],
for some carries c0 , c1 ∈ {0, 1}. We can match T2 indirectly, and we deal with the carries by exhaustively
searching all 4 choices.
We directly match T3 , and hence we matched 3 words in total.

Attack Complexities. The attack then follows exactly the Meet-in-the-Middle preimage attack framework
explained in Section 3. In pseudo-preimage attack, we utilize the 296 candidates of Wp and Wq independently,
and after matching 96 bits, we are left with 296+96−96 = 296 candidates for further match. Hence, with
computation of 296 we checked 2192 pairs, and hence we need to repeat the process 2256−192 = 264 times to
expect one full match. Overall, it costs 296+64 = 2160 time to find one pseudo-preimage, and the memory
complexity is 296 . By repeating the pseudo-preimage attack procedure, one finds 248 pseudo-preimages, then
it costs 2256−48 = 2208 to find a message block linking to one of the pseudo-preimages. Hence, the overall
attack complexities are 2209 for time, and 296 for memory.
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A B C D E F G H
≫11
F
M23
Kx,92

T
A B C D E F G H

A B C D E F G H

≫11

≫11
F

F

M0
Kx,0

M11
Kx,93
A B C D E F G H

A B C D E F G H

≫11

≫11
F

F

M1
Kx,1

M5
Kx,94
A B C D E F G H

A B C D E F G H

≫11

≫11
F

F

M2
Kx,2

M2
Kx,95
A B C D E F G H

A B C D E F G H

Fig. 5. 7-step indirect partial matching for HAVAL-3

4.3

Application to Truncated Variants

There are smaller variant of HAVAL-3 with digest sizes L with L ∈ {224, 192, 160, 128}. Previous attacks [28,
25] apply to 256-bit variant of 3−, 4−, and 5−pass HAVAL, as well as preimages for 224-bit variant of HAVAL3. Our improvements on the attack applies to the variants with L = 224, 192, which includes complexity
improvements over 224-bit variant, as well as the first preimage attack against the 192-bit variant.

Attack on 224-bit Output. Denote Hn as D7 ||D6 || · · · ||D0 , and further D7 is divided as follows.
[5]

[5]

[4]

[5]

[4]

[5]

[4]

D7 = X7,6 ||X7,5 ||X7,4 ||X7,3 ||X7,2 ||X7,1 ||X7,0 ,
[4]

[5]

[5]

where X [a] denotes word X of a bits. The final digest is D6 + X7,0 ||D5 + X7,1 || · · · ||D0 + X7,6 .
[5]

As done in [25], denote X U[a] as the upper a bits of word X. Since X7,5 has only 5 bits, (D5 + X75 )U[27] =
U[27]
D5

+ C with C ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, we still match the upper 27, 28, 27 bits of D5 , D4 and D3 , respectively
with 3 bit carries overhead. In other words, we lost 5 + 4 + 5 = 14 matching bits, which results in more
neutral bits than matching bits. To make a re-balance between the number of neutral bits and the matching
bits, we set lp = lq = m = 89 by fixing 7 least significant bits of M23 of Wq and 7 bits of M2 of Wp . Note
that with the knowledge of the 7 LSBs of M23 , we are able to compute the 7 LSBs of T5 , hence increasing
the number of matched bits by 7 to 96 − 14 + 7 = 89 bits.
The pseudo-preimage attack works the same as before, and it costs 2224−89 = 2135 time and 289 memory.
Hence a full preimage costs 2(256+135)/2+1 = 2196.5 time and memory requirement remains the same.
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Attack on 192-bit Output. In case of L = 192, D7 and D6 are divided as follows.
[6]

[5]

[5]

[6]

[5]

[5]

[6]

[5]

[5]

[6]

[5]

[5]

D7 = X7,5 ||X7,4 ||X7,3 ||X7,2 ||X7,1 ||X7,0
D6 = X6,5 ||X6,4 ||X6,3 ||X6,2 ||X6,1 ||X6,0
[6]

[5]

[5]

[5]

[5]

[6]

[5]

[6]

The digest is given by D5 + (X7,5 ||X6,4 )||D4 + (X7,4 ||X6,3 )||D3 + (X7,3 ||X6,2 )|| · · · ||D0 + (X7,0 ||X6,5 ).
The attack here is similar to that for the 224-bit variant, but here we lost (6 + 5) + (5 + 5) + (5 + 6) = 32
matching bits. Hence, we fix 16 bits of M2 and M23 , which re-balances the neutral and matching bits to 80.
This results in a pseudo-preimage attack in 2192−80 = 2112 time and 280 memory, then a full preimage in
2(256+112)/2+1 = 2185 .

5

Conclusion and Open Problems

In this paper, we presented an improved meet-in-the-middle preimage attack against HAVAL-3 from the
previous best time complexity 2225 to 2209 for attacking HAVAL-3 based cryptographic schemes. Similar
improvements have been done for truncated variants of output sizes 192 and 224 as well, with time complexity
of 2196.5 and 2185 , respectively. Notably, besides faster than the existing preimage attack on HAVAL-3 around
65.5 thousands time, this is the first preimage attack on the 192-bit variant of HAVAL-3.
We tried to apply these techniques to HAVAL-4, however the current best results in [28] seems difficult to
be improved.
It is noted that the key to improve the time complexity of such MITM preimage attacks are to find larger
neutral words. While partial matching works for certain steps, it is the main obstacle to extend the attack
further. The key improvement in the paper is due to indirect partial matching which extends the partial
matching for 2 steps.
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